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In navigating 3D space, we typically use vision more than any other sense. To see a space is usually the quickest way to orient ourselves and reach our destination. However, there are times in which our vision is too impaired for optical understanding of a space.

This is a conceptual exploration of tactile navigation in low-vision scenarios—particularly high-stress, high-stimuli, or complicated environments—through the use of a wearable sensor mesh network called Sunflower. It is targeted at individuals such as firefighters, parents of young children, and directionally-challenged individuals who regularly deal with these situations.
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The Problem Space
In navigating 3D space, we typically use vision more than any other sense. To see a space is usually the quickest way to orient ourselves and reach our destination. However, there are times in which our vision is too impaired for optical understanding of a space.

How Might We Feel 3D Space?

— particularly high-stress, high-stimuli, or complicated environments — through the use of a wearable sensor mesh network called Sunflower. It is targeted at individuals such as firefighters, parents of young children, and directionally-challenged individuals who regularly deal with these situations.

This is a conceptual exploration of tactile navigation in low-vision scenarios.
Essentially we are asking, how might we replace sight with touch? Can we replace one sense with another? Each of our senses flourish in certain situations and are ill-suited for others. Our sense of touch, or feel, is best in close proximity when we are “aware of something that affects us physically, such as pain, heat, or an object touching our body.” Typically, we associate feeling with tangible objects, and physical sensations or emotions. Yet 3D space is, by definition, empty. There are things within the emptiness that we need to interact with, understand, find, avoid, and right in the same sort-suited for detecting those things, because when we are at distance. We can be far away and see what is in a space.

However, if sight is removed, waiting for contact may take too long, or be too dangerous, especially in scenarios like those listed above. We need to be able to step back and determine what is in a space in a meaningful way without being able to see it. Therefore, what we are really asking is how might we feel something we cannot actually feel? And, furthermore, how might we develop a product in this space that could feasibly be adopted for use in the real world?

To begin exploring this question, I started with the tried and true method of Sharpie and Post-Its to organize an initial visual story of design philosophy and rough ideas that would drive my research and design. Working in small analog spaces forced me to keep my distance from any technological or aesthetic considerations. At this early stage, the story simply focused on the core practice philosophy for designing a meaningful product-user relationship from the ground up in two main problem spaces:

**Introduction:** How Might We Feel 3D Space?

What we are really asking is, how might we feel something we cannot actually feel?

1. Low-vision navigation
2. Wearables
Low-vision navigation is the first lens through which to address the question of feeling 3D space. In our day, navigation has been greatly enhanced by the revolutionary achievement of global positioning technology (GPS). GPS has enabled us to get to unknown destinations more easily and accurately than pre-mobile-device generations ever imagined. It has solved many of our navigation issues, but currently, it is limited to the outdoors. GPS can get one to a building, but it cannot get one around inside it. Furthermore, there are aspects of it that cause confusion, endanger our lives, and make us dependent upon our phones, even when the situation demands the attention of our eyes and hands.

We live in a three-dimensional world, and naturally perceive distance and direction relative to our physical location. We can see a landmark with our eyes and estimate about how long it will take to arrive there at our current pace, intuitively sensing if we need to speed up or slow down. Yet, we do not know with complete accuracy what a specific number such as “350 feet” actually looks like. When that number coincides with an unknown street we are rapidly approaching, it lowers our confidence that we will be able to turn at the exact spot on the first try. This limits GPS applications such as Google Maps or Apple Maps in their ability to convey a sense of 3D spatial location on a 2D screen.

Might we compensate by substituting our innate spatial senses for the verbal and visual directions served up by these apps? Is it possible to instead feel what it means to “turn right” or “head straight for 350 feet” without a screen? How might we tap into the body’s innate sense of spatial comprehension?

Feeling the directions would free our eyes for when they are needed elsewhere. In the car or on a bike, screens become a liability and lead to distractions, as shown by the 9 deaths per day of screen-related car accidents in the U.S. alone in 2014. Our eyes, and either our hands or voice, are usually required to plot a destination. But distractions abound as we look away from the road to the screen to verify our course is correct. These simultaneous requirements of forward movement and eyes both on the road and screen are major issues for smart-device navigation today.

As dangerous as is road and screen combined, let us go a step beyond and consider what happens if we cannot see at all. These situations frequently arise for many who are not even visually impaired. For example, firefighters, parents of children lost in a crowd, or new students on a complicated campus must routinely deal with low-vision, high-stress situations. These individuals require eyes and hands for more than merely using a smartphone.

Because eyes-and-hand-free is not an option for this problem space, we need to find a system that can feedback information to us in a way that we would normally function, and enhance our existing capabilities without breaking stride. What tools or systems might allow us to navigate these situations naturally, without the use of eyes or hands? It seems most logical that within the next ten years, the answer would probably come in the form of a wearable device.

Introduction: Problem Space #01: Low-Vision Navigation
Over the next decade it is inevitable that wearable sensing technology will become more and more pervasive. A quick glance at Engadget, Gigaom, or CES reveals new wearable startups and products almost daily. Academic journals are full of contraptions mounted on the head, waist, arms, and everywhere else. Although the devices are plentiful and varied, we can mostly distill them into two separate and, surprisingly, clean-cut categories:

1. Extremely limited commercial products
2. Clunky and unusable scientific projects
On the commercial side we have a plethora of shirts from companies such as Ralph Lauren,4 Hexoskin,5 and Under Armour,6 as well as watches,7 belt buckles,8 socks,9 and headphones10 that do little more than track movement and basic biometrics such as heart rate, breathing rate, activity levels, and so on. These are valuable functions that can do much to recommend ways to improve overall general health and help athletes train. But they are limited to the few bio measurements that can currently be made non-invasively.

This limitation of data usually restricts the device to a single pathway of interaction with the user. They gather information and display the data back to the user in a digestible format, but the soliloquy hardly develops into dialog. The user is free to act on the data, but the interaction pathway is dropped without notable impact on the user’s next steps.

Take Fitbit for example. It is a wearable device that tracks various biometric and activity data such as amount of exercise, activity, and sleep. It takes this data (such as steps taken, or heart rate) and works with data manually entered such as weight, food eaten, and exercise done to set goals for the user to work toward. Many have testified of the benefits they have received from such tracking and enthusiastically talk about how improved they are. In fact, “inspire” is one of Fitbit’s key value propositions. The idea is to motivate people to take a proactive stance toward their personal health. This is commendable and something that we all should do. Freedom is an innate desire of all people, and there is a balance of how far a device should go to prescribing next steps. We certainly do not want to give all of our decision-making over to machines. Yet, Fitbit feels as if it falls a bit short of its potential for impact on lives—even a bit superfluous. All it is doing is showing basic data. The rest is up to you. There seems to be a large opportunity space here for greater impact and well-being.

In the world of academia and commercial research we find a slightly different story: items heavy on the sensing and feedback side, but light on the user case and business side.11 These projects reveal an abundance of scientific breakthroughs that focus solely on raw technological development. Because of the mechanical problem-solving focus of the work being done, the usability of the product is rarely considered. For example, bulky head-mounted cameras and displays frequently work together with unwieldy belts, vests, jackets, or shoes full of sensors and vibrating buzzers to test new algorithms and options.
One such project is called Tyflis. Dakopoulos, et al. created a system that aids navigation through two cameras attached to dark glasses, a microphone, an ear speaker, and a vest containing an array of vibrating motors attached to a portable computer. The project is focused mostly on the modeling and implementation of the vibration array language and hardware module. It reads images of the surrounding environment and downsamples them into depth maps to activate the vibrating arrays. Areas that are open and pose no obstacle threat to the user are read as black, while obstacles that could prevent movement are read as gray to white, which activates the vibrators accordingly.

Although the project had some difficulties with the results, the idea is a fine one, and could perhaps become a viable product with the right vision and implementation. Dakopoulou et al. realize in their right mind would actually purchase such a contraption in its current state, let alone actually use it in everyday life. That was obviously not Dakopoulos et al.’s intention for this. In these embryonic stages of development, where scientists are focused on making new technology exist, it is not reasonable to consider end users.
What does this dialog look like? The device gathers data, presents it to the user, prescribes specific actions, and influences the user to next steps. The user reacts by changing behavior, and presenting the changes to the device for an assessment. The system then gathers more data on this state change, presents, prescribes, and influences yet again, thus engaging in a dialogue between user and wearable, rather than the all-too-common wearable monologue.

This two-way conversation between device and user is what gives the product meaning and makes it significantly more likely to be adopted by the public. This two-way conversation rarely happens by technological advancement alone. It requires an understanding of the potential target user combined with imagination of uses and interactions with the technology to make that happen. And when it does, we get a fulfilled Venn diagram with a three-way intersection of an identified consumer market, advanced technology, and imagination that delights the user. This is why at some point we must consider the actual integration of new technology into everyday human lives.

**Introduction: Product-User Dialog**

Good designers are adept at both considering target users and imagining possibilities. Due to the latent needs of users, as well as the non-linear pathway to combining technology with imagination, achieving this two-way conversation can often be an ambiguous dialogue. The process for developing product-user dialog is often referred to as human-centered design, or design thinking. According to IDEO’s Tom and David Kelley, design thinking is ideal for problems that cannot be “easily analyzed.” Generally, in design thinking, a design team takes a lightly-defined, but still unclear problem space with solid goals such as “Client wants to build financial literacy among inner-city youth,” “Client wants to increase parent involvement during early childhood development,” or, “Client wants a new model of car stereo.” To find the best way to achieve these goals, the designers first seek to understand the problem space as quickly as possible within the (usually ultra-short) project timeline. By first gaining empathy for the end user through ethnographic study of people in their natural settings, asking questions, and recording what they observe, designers can get a quick bird’s-eye view of the problem. Next they attempt to “move past concrete observations to more abstract truths” by synthesizing their observations. This allows them to find what the Kelley Brothers call “the fertile ground” for innovation. Once this fertile ground is identified, ideation and prototyping begin. Ideas are rapidly developed through sketches, rough physical or 3D models, or anything else that will make the idea tangible. This allows it to be commented on, tested, and refined—quickly and dirty—before the question and the prototype, the better. All of this effort produces a road map for a successful product launch and ability to thereafter thrive in the world.
Introduction: The Design Process

This sort of ethnographic design research is excellent for existing products’ next-generation iterations. Clients often ask, “What’s next?” without obvious next steps.

• This car needs to change, but how?
• Millennials are not using our checking service. Why?
• Our product is in danger of becoming stale. How do we prevent that?

Human-centered design finds out first-hand what target users want and need, and then imagines possible next steps within the fertile ground of each problem space. Take for instance, the LG washing machine displayed at CES 2015 that has a “baby” washing machine underneath a large one. This is the classic type of incremental innovation that is probably based upon some sort of insight derived from human-centered user research. Researchers from an internal design consultancy probably visited multiple homes, watched people doing laundry, saw several people having trouble separating their intimates from darks and denims, and identified it as a pain point. Then they likely began design iterations around it, first divergently, then convergently, and made a report to LG of what they saw, along with recommendations to alleviate this pain point. This presumably went into iteration cycles of sketching, modeling, prototyping, and testing until this new “almost-dual” laundry offering resembled what was presented at CES. At times, this design process is very clear cut and easy to reverse engineer.

Client wants to build financial literacy among inner-city youth.

But what does this mean? How does one achieve that?

Designer observes inner-city youth in their environment to understand the problem space.

Designer extracts general truths from specific observations to find the “fertile ground” for innovation.
But what about situations in which we know we need a new product, but nothing exists to build upon? The 1960s space program, as documented on the Science Channel’s “Moon Machines” was just such an occasion. NASA needed to develop things like survival gear for astronauts, but no one had ever been to the moon before. How would they even know what deliverables to aim for? What should the unnamed items be? What should they do? What forms should they take?

J. Chris Jones identified this very issue in 1970 when he posited that the very nature of design is working backwards in time before an intended artifact exists:

“The fundamental problem is that designers are obliged to use current information to predict a future state that will not come about unless their predictions are correct. The final outcome of designing has to be assumed before the means of achieving it can be explored: the designers have to work backwards in time from an assumed effect upon the world to the beginning of a chain of events that will bring the effect about.”

Atypical Ambiguous Situations

Introduction: Wicked Problems

“The fundamental problem is that designers are obliged to use current information to predict a future state that will not come about unless their predictions are correct. The final outcome of designing has to be assumed before the means of achieving it can be explored: the designers have to work backwards in time from an assumed effect upon the world to the beginning of a chain of events that will bring the effect about.”

Here’s What We’ll Wear

Designers are already working on the styles the well-dressed space man needs to survive.

Emergency pressure cell designed to provide crew members with individual atmospheres if ship leaks.
Christopher Alexander cynically lamented how the complexity of these problems is often too far beyond the capacity of man to master, leaving him utterly defeated. He even went so far as to suggest that mankind would have been better off had no designer ever gotten involved in the first place. He makes a good point. There are definitely problems that seem too far beyond the scope of man to master, such as urban planning. As Alexander specifically referred to, some issues are so daunting that they predict that mankind would have been better off had no designer ever gotten involved in the first place.

He even went so far as to suggest that mankind would have been better off had no designer ever gotten involved in the first place. He makes a good point. There are definitely problems that seem too far beyond the scope of man to master, such as urban planning. As Alexander specifically referred to, some issues are so daunting that they predict that mankind would have been better off had no designer ever gotten involved in the first place.

However, as the cheerful title of this thesis suggests, I do not subscribe to defeat by complexity, or the untestable. I prefer a bit more of an optimistic mental outlook, but at NASA eventually found the solution to preserve life in outer space through a myriad of possibilities, which, in turn, fuels the imagination of an unconventional future. We imagine what it might look like if this problem were solved in the ways we desire without worrying about how to get there.
No vision should ever be blindly established. To proceed, I first set out to understand what has been done in the low-vision navigation and wearable problem spaces, as well as the underlying principles of perception and tactile sense. My academic journal literature review revealed it to be a busy space. Thus far I have searched databases of both IEEE and ACM Digital Library using the terms “spatial navigation” and “wearable navigation.” The volume of results was predictably overwhelming, with 11,156 results combined. I narrowed the results by focusing on actual experiments, rather than sifting through all the technical algorithm-based articles, as I was not trying to become an expert in this field at this point. I then limited the time to the past three years, back to 2011. It seemed reasonable that the major experiments conducted before that time would be referenced by someone over the past three years. My filters narrowed down the results to 126 total articles.
I repeated the search for the term “Firefighter,” which returned 240 results in ACM. I sorted by title and abstract to eliminate “virtual environment,” “simulation,” articles, and articles not directly related to indoor positioning/navigation for firefighters. This allowed me to focus on 24 articles about firefighting and positioning.

These articles detail numerous experiments with actuators on belts, vests, gloves, canes, or other items designed to buzz in the direction the user should go. Many have looked into virtual reality as well as body-mounted cameras. There have been attempts to map the most ideal spots on the body for a universal guideline declaration to ensure fit and comfort. Some have developed virtual reality concepts in which a single place was pre-mapped to goggles or a personal projector to lead the user. Others have placed vibration strips on various articles of clothing, such as belts or vests, to direct a user through a space. These are but the tip of the iceberg of all the experiments that have been done until now.

From more focused on low-vision environments in addition to the teams previously mentioned. Teams such as Ramirez, et al. have developed various concepts for portable computing devices for firefighter navigation and an “augmented lifeline” rope with embedded sensors. There are cloud-based indoor positioning platforms, broad-beam sensor networks, and wireless sensor networks. Others have looked at spatial orientation systems derived from inertial measurement units (IMU), mounted camera, step sensors, and even vibrotactile gloves for distance display. Groups have also investigated low-cost solutions such as smartphones to help firefighters in low-vision situations. Important contributions have been made in the realm of tactile navigation in low-vision environments regarding its performance in relationship to cognitive load. Elliot, et al., demonstrated that tactile navigation may actually be preferable to a screen-based solution in situations intense visual stimuli.

Perhaps the proposal closest to this thesis that I encountered is “Personal Radar” by Riener and Hard. Their solution, unlike the scores of belt- and vest-based tactile navigation systems already developed, is a fully self-contained system. They explore how a self-governed tactile system might lead a subject in dangerous environments, such as burning buildings, by assisting in obstacle detection and collision avoidance. This solution, however, still suffers from what afflicts the others as well: it is a fine technological display, but it is unlikely to ever be adopted by the public due to its unwieldy design and implementation. In fact, although several of the articles mentioned designing for the end user, the vast majority of experiments to this point have left much to be desired in the actual user experience.
Perception in Navigation

To ensure a proper and user experience, I considered fundamental concepts of visual perception to determine what might be transferred to the tactile space. When we speak of perception, we must begin with the property of shape. Shape is the most important aspect of perception because it provides more accurate information about objects than any other perceptual property, including depth, shading, and the orientation and edges of surfaces. Engineer and psychologist Zygmunt Pizlo defines shape as the “geometrical characteristics” of a tangible object that allow us to identify it veridically as “schemata,” as Ulric Neisser called them, to determine simpler shapes that make sense. This helps explain Neisser’s observation that human eyes “usually get it right when we see an object,” and (3) compactness of the overall object size. It is usually used in the environment.Obviously not every object in the world is symmetrical, especially objects such as rocks, trees, and wire structures. However, many, if not most of the items we encounter in the course of a day may interact with them. Although the tactile senses can get more specific with questions such as how might we eliminate shape ambiguity through touch? By extrapolating the observation of the four parameters contributing to rectangular complexity, touch mechanisms might also be conveyed through complementary patterns that characterize the shape of an object in front of us. Although a system like this may not be immediately useful, with a bit of practice, discerning these tactile patterns could become a valuable skill.
With this understanding of previous experiments and some fundamentals of visual perception, it was time to consider basic functional concepts before any actual product design began. In working through the concepts, I continually asked myself the thesis prompt, how might we feel 3D space? Although these initial ideas are not stellar, they helped me get my mind around the problem space a bit more fully.
I also began working through some initial scenarios to envision a future concept uninhibited by technological constraints.
While ideating through potential design responses, I found it helpful to consider the three diverse scenarios mentioned above in which a tactile navigation system might be useful.

The first situation I considered is firefighters in burning buildings. It goes without saying that firefighting is a dangerous profession. In 2013, 106 firefighters died while on duty, and 55 of those died from activities at a fire scene. 29,760 were also injured while fighting fires. These fatalities result from various accidents such as collapsing roofs, flashovers, etc., and often stem from firefighters becoming disoriented and lost within a fire structure. They go into burning and smoke-filled buildings to determine danger levels, shut off electricity and gas, to fight fires, and, most importantly, to save lives. Burning buildings are obviously extremely dangerous. For windows the overall structure is that floors, walls, and roofs can collapse without warning. There is a constant danger of explosions, burns, flying glass and dropped, and, even in some situations, decapitation. These extreme conditions are complicated by thick black smoke that reduces visibility down to zero percent in many cases. Because of the heat which causes the smoke to rise, firefighters must often crawl through a space completely blinded, feeling their way around. Under these conditions, they frequently become disoriented and lost, as attested by countless incident reports.

Oftentimes, firefighters will bring in a fire hose with them that can double as a tangible wayfinding device out of the building to prevent them from getting lost. But hoses are limited in at least four major ways:

1. They can burn up in fires
2. They may be too short
3. They may be too heavy
4. The safe path of the hose may become closed

Research & Ideation: Sketching
Reduced visibility and high stress severely hampers a firefighter's ability to navigate a space. When vision is impaired to prevent optical understanding of a space—such as when the air is clouded with smoke—we must find another way. How might we help firefighters navigate low-visibility and dangerous scenarios more effectively? Let us look at some technological issues and interventions we might be able to put into place to address such tragedies in the future.

First of all, according to Scholz, et al, the infrastructure cannot be used or relied upon for any solution because it is in the process of being destroyed by fire. But this is the beauty of the Internet. If 3D spatial data were available for each building, the incident commander could download it to a tablet outside and triangulate positions inside. Perhaps he or she could know where the nearest exit is for firefighters inside, and guide them out accordingly.

Project this into the future, and we can easily see that if this scanned 3D floor plan data helps in emergency management and reducing costly structural damage, insurance companies might require all buildings to provide this scanned 3D data before it will get coverage. This could proliferate the availability of this data to 80-90% of all buildings.

In addition to the infrastructure being unusable for any potential design response, triangulation is another tricky issue that has caused every team to fail to this point. Phenomena such as location drift make it very difficult to locate a person indoors.

For example, imagine that we know a fire started in the boiler room. The scanned 3D data allows us to know where it is in relation to our position by the hydrant across the street. The system knows the hydrant is 52’ from the Bravo exposure. Based on where we are in between, the system could estimate our position and be constantly recalculating escape routes based on real time positional and environmental changes.

But what if the system could take the scanned 3D data of the space and roughly estimate the global coordinates of a destination such as the boiler room or the kids’ bedroom? It could lock on to the destination inside the building, where the user is headed, or it could lock on to the escape route. In other words, global positioning could move indoors by virtue of the scanned 3D spatial data.

Research & Ideation: Sketching
This navigation concept could also be of great benefit to parents of small children in crowded places. For those who have ever been tasked with watching them know it would be ideal to have some sort of ability to track them hands-free for several reasons. First, a crowded place implies an abundance of external stimuli—much of which consists of people. Like the proverbial needle in a haystack, it can be difficult to discern visually a particular person out of a crowd—especially if that person has no significantly differentiating features. A bright red backpack or a purple hat may be white noise in a sea of brightly-colored accessories.

If the lost person to be located is a child, then height becomes a visually-limiting factor, as their head may not even be seen above a group of grown adults. With vision obscured, it becomes crucial to find another way to locate them.

To complicate the situation, consider a mother has one lost child, and two remaining. Her hands are needed to hold the hands of her children, and perhaps other objects, while she frantically searches for the lost child. Thus the proposed design concept should remain hands-free in addition to eyes-free.

Addressing this through touch seems to be a logical route. Imagine a tactile system in which we can feel a distanced child through a pulse oriented toward their location. It might be reasonable to activate the pulse once the child has strayed a certain amount of feet away. Once a threshold of ten feet is reached, a faint pulse activates in the direction of the child. As the distance increases, the pulse correspondingly grows until it takes over an entire portion of the body. As the distance is narrowed, the pulse diminishes in the volume of voices in a game of Hot+Cold.
For students on a complicated campus, wayfinding can be exceptionally difficult. If the campus is large, not all buildings and landmarks are visible from a single point. Many of the buildings look similar, so it can be easy to confuse them. Only half the work is done once the destination building is located; finding the actual room can be more difficult to find than the building itself.

Once inside, a path to our destination is not entirely visible and rarely linear. If we cannot see the full path, and we have to turn and go up or down between floors around obstacles, we may be severely hampered from reaching our destination in a timely manner.

As previously postulated, a system that always orients towards the destination may be helpful in low-vision environments. But how might we address the remaining issues of navigating around obstacles in our path and knowing which immediate direction will allow us to reach the final target? Imagine if a system could nudge us by the nose to our destination—literally pull us in the direction we needed to go? What if it could take into account the non-linear pathway to the destination and lead us around the obstacles and to the elevators needed.

Perhaps it is a system that simply nudges in the right direction at decision points through "break" patterns? A full-body swarm flutter left, a swan pulse on the back of the neck suggesting we missed our turn, or other patterns could be the difference between seconds and minutes of getting lost and finding our way back. A system that takes 98% of the guesswork out of "forks in the road" while remaining hands- and eyes-free would be a successful one.
With this secondary information in hand, I wanted to understand navigation and wayfinding through my own research. I observed eight volunteer subjects navigate through a complex indoor space to discover what people do to find their way around, what might be done to help, and identify potential navigational needs and pitfalls. Four of these volunteer subjects self-identified as having a poor sense of direction, while the remaining four said they have a good sense of direction.

Participants were asked to find a specific faculty member’s office within the Old Main at St. Martin’s University in Lacey, WA, without knowing the office number or which floor on which it was located. Old Main, a 120,000-square-foot L-shaped monster, is the largest building on campus, and is quite difficult to navigate. The entry way makes the space feel deceptively small by immediately heading into a horizontal wall that blocks access to the rest of the building. Right off the bat, the user must decide to go right or left, without any sense of how large the structure actually is.

With four floors, most of the hallways look identical with very few distinguishable landmarks. Views of the outside are rare, causing frequent disorientation. Additionally, there are no faculty directories or floor maps located anywhere, so participants must work blindly. The purpose of this exercise was to observe two things:

1. indoor wayfinding in an unfamiliar building
2. people at confusing decision points

The entry way makes the space feel deceptively small by immediately leading into a horizontal wall that blocks access to the rest of the building. Right off the bat, the user must decide to go right or left, without any sense of how large the structure actually is.

Research & Ideation: Rat in the Maze

Subject: Don, 50
Directional Skill: Good
Strategy: Full lateral survey before proceeding vertically. Tries to have indirect orientation on external landmarks. When learning a space, only pays attention to where he is going. ignores everything else around, including the rest of the floor plan. If direction changes, then has to restart all over.

Subject: Jacob, 16
Directional Skill: Moderate
Strategy: Portional survey and hope to stumble upon destination during process. Work on small part of left side first, then next floor, small part of left side, then next floor, etc. This allows him to get one side of building done so he never has to come back.

Subject: Loretta, 71
Directional Skill: Excellent with always knowing north, south, east, west
Strategy: Full lateral survey before proceeding vertically.

Subject: Jodi, 48
Directional Skill: Moderate
Strategy: Choose paths with most apparent options, no matter the length.

Subject: Shannon, 36
Directional Skill: Good
Strategy: Look for where office groups would be located (destination was an office).

Subject: Marissa, 18
Directional Skill: Poor
Strategy: Survey floor by floor hoping to stumble upon destination

Subject: Juli, 45
Directional Skill: Moderate
Strategy: Quick survey of the layout before deciding on plan of attack. Decided to attack half of the building vertically, then go to the other half vertically.

Subject: John, 47
Directional Skill: Good
Strategy: Full lateral survey before proceeding vertically. Keeps track of orientation throughout the entire route, but needed external landmarks through window to be sure.
The test here was not so much whether they could find the office. With enough trial and error, each would eventually find it. The real question was how they would find their way back out. Would they be able to stay oriented toward the entrance, and would such a thing even be helpful?

Each participant filmed their own walkthrough with a head-mounted GoPro camera, while I walked with them filming a second angle. I allowed them to fail several times before nudging them to the fourth floor with subtle hints. It quickly became apparent that without hints, each participant would be looking for several hours.

The maze-like properties of the building and lack of landmarks were a great equalizer between those who self-identified as directionally good or poor. Average tour time was 7.1 minutes, and everyone became at least slightly disoriented at some point.
Observations & Insights

Observation #1
Dearth of landmarks lead to disorientation

As participants worked their way out they tried to orient themselves toward the entrance and proceed accordingly. Each participant became disoriented at least once without knowing it. I queried them what direction they were heading and at times, they thought they were going in a different direction than what my iPhone compass showed. This, in turn, affected the choices they made to get back out of the building.

Observation #2
Improper cognitive map leads to confusion

Clear views of our current space help comprehension. A scaled representation of the space oriented to the layout of our current location, as on a map, allows us to more quickly comprehend the layout. Without a clear understanding of properties of the space, such as size, shape, and number of floors, it becomes easy to make wrong navigational choices based on incorrect assumptions, which, in turn, can adversely affect wayfinding.

Observation #3
Improper cognitive map leads to confusion

Disorientation can happen to anyone whether they are good at directions or not. Directional assistance would therefore be of great help to anyone in landmark-deficient, or low-vision situations.

Observation #4
In public environments there is an abundance of stimuli

Research & Ideation:
Rat in the Maze

Observation #5
Improper cognitive map leads to confusion

In public environments there is an abundance of stimuli

There is often much external stimuli that requires the user’s attention—obstacles and people to avoid, the path to the selected destination, etc. It is imperative that the navigation solution assist in ways that do not distract from the task at hand.

For example, Don, a “directionally good” candidate, commented on his initial walkthrough that it was “not a very thick building.” Because the building appeared to be a simple linear building from the outside facade, he had the incorrect sense of a thin building with incrustation of additional hallways. This led Don to form an incorrect cognitive map of the space that caused him to underestimate the overall volume. He wandered back and forth, thinking he could easily cover all of the floor. Once the discovered additional hallways, he realized it would be a much larger task.

Juli similarly did not realize there was more to the building to be explored. She thought she had seen it all, until a hallway revealed over half of the building she had not known was there.

Marissa, a “directionally poor,” candidate, said she remembered the way out because she “only turned once,” on her way in. This was not accurate, however, and she got lost when she got to the second floor. The doors looked similar and she eventually realized they were not correct.

As we wander through a space in search of a destination, we quickly form a path that is not a straight line, especially when multiple floors are involved. We must soon around, evaluate the destination and sometimes turn back our back on it. The destination remains constant but the user does not. (Show Illustrative diagram winding paths overlaid on photo of the building)

This environmental complexity generates a number of decision points that greatly slow wayfinding and increase confusion, no matter how good we may be at directions. Juli, for example, a “directionally good,” participant, helped around the back of the building on a wearing path he understood to be the only way out. That path took twice as long as routes other participants took. He’d understood the real space and his orientation to the entrance, or was even just righted at moments points, the disorientations would have been limited and time to find the entrance reduced.
The Challenge: Pulse Tools

After observing physical indoor navigation, I needed to test my hypothesis that a full-body pulse system might enhance wayfinding. But it was still unclear what types of tactile stimulation would be useful. To determine what kind of information people can discern through tactile sensation, I developed tests using seven wooden dowels with tips of various widths. The three main objectives of this test were to determine the following:

1. Discernibility of tactile stimuli
2. Tactile response during cognitive load
3. Max number of possible simultaneous pulses

To achieve this, I decided to use multiple simultaneous prods on various spots on the body with different sized tips to see if they could tell which was larger. I asked eleven participants’ tactile sensory abilities under two different situations. The first type required the participant to simply stand and identify the pulse, while the second asked them to play a video game (Mario Kart) while being prodded.

Dowel Tip Measurements

- 0.3125 in
- 0.5 in
- 0.625 in
- 0.625 in
- 1.25 in
- 4.5 x 4.5 in
- 1 x 3.75 in

Research & Ideation: Pulse Tools
Subject: Shannon, 36
1.25” felt the same as the 0.3125” (Wrong)
3.75” block felt same as 0.625” round (Wrong)
4.5” block felt like “more of an area” than 3/8” (Correct)
4.5” on lower left back, 0.625” on upper right back, 4.5” felt “way bigger” (Correct)
0.3125” on lower left back felt same as 0.625” on upper back (Wrong)
0.625” round and 0.625” square felt the same (Wrong)

Subject: Don, 50
Felt a small difference between the 0.625” and the 0.5” but when repeated tests, he said they felt the same. (Correct, then wrong)
3.75” and 0.625” - was not sure at first, but asked for them to be pressed harder, and then could tell 3.75” block was bigger. Only felt a little bigger, however. (Correct)
4.5” and 3.75” said they felt the same. Applied on both upper and mid back with no difference. After looking at the tools after the experiment was done, he said he thought the square we were pressing him with was the 0.625” square, not the 4.5” block. It felt that small to him. (Wrong)

Subject: Juli, 45
0.625” and 0.3125” - upper back, felt the same. (Wrong)
0.625” and 0.3125” - upper back, felt the same. (Correct)
4.5” and 0.625” round - 4.5” felt bigger because she “could feel it on more space on her back.” But when she saw the difference, she said they did not feel nearly that different. (Correct)
4.5” and 3.75” - said they felt the same. Applied on both upper and mid back with no difference. After looking at the tools after the experiment was done, he said he thought the square we were pressing him with was the 0.625” square, not the 4.5” block. It felt that small to him. (Wrong)

Subject: Juli, 46
0.625” and 0.3125” - upper back, felt the same. (Wrong)
4.5” and 0.625” round - 4.5” felt bigger because she “could feel it on more space on her back.” But when she saw the difference, she said they did not feel nearly that different. (Correct)

Subject: Loretta, 71
0.625” and 0.3125” - upper back, felt the same. (Wrong)
3.75” block and 0.3125” - upper back. 3.75” block felt slightly bigger. (Correct)
0.625” and 0.5” - 0.625” felt slightly bigger. (Correct)
Same 0.625” and 0.5” - this time she switched and said the 0.5” felt bigger. (Wrong) Was the clue to pressure? Was it due to the hit angle?

Subject: Jodi, 48
0.5” and 4.5” - 4.5” block felt like it was “hitting more area.” (Correct)

Subject: Bri, 16
0.625” and 0.5” - 0.625” felt slightly bigger. (Correct)

Subject: Loretta, 71
3.75” block and 0.3125” - upper back. 3.75” block felt slightly bigger. (Correct)
0.625” round and 0.3125” - 0.625” round felt bigger. (Correct)

Subject: Bri, 16
Same 0.3125” and 0.625” - this time she switched it and said the 0.625” round felt smaller. (Wrong)
3.75” block and 0.3125” - 3.75” block felt bigger. (Correct)
For this test, we moved the pulses around on the subjects’ backs while they played a video game. One pulse was the broad side of the stick, and the others were the tips. We asked them to identify which one was the biggest while under a cognitive load from video games. Mario Kart was chosen because of the navigational aspect of the game.

Results

There were 38 total tests. 24 were correct for 63%.

Pulse Test Pt. II: Cognitive Load
Game Expert
2 pulses - one on his shoulder (Correct)
3 pulses - bottom right (Wrong)
3 pulses - one on his shoulder (Correct)
3 pulses - bottom left back (Correct)
2 pulses - one on his shoulder (Correct)
2 pulses - one on his shoulder (Correct)
3 pulses - bottom left back (Correct)
3 pulses - top right shoulder (Correct)
3 pulses - bottom left back (Correct)
3 pulses - bottom left back (Correct)
3 pulses - bottom left back (Correct)

Game Beginner
2 pulses - one on his shoulder (Correct)
2 pulses - lower right side (Correct)
2 pulses - both tips, no broad side - said smaller one felt bigger (Wrong)
2 pulses - one on top right shoulder (Correct)
2 pulses - said bigger (Wrong)
2 pulses - one on top right shoulder (Correct)
2 pulses - bottom right side (Correct)
2 pulses - said smaller one felt bigger (Wrong)
2 pulses - bottom left back (Correct)
2 pulses - one on top right shoulder (Correct)
2 pulses - bottom left back (Correct)
2 pulses - one on top right shoulder (Correct)

Game Amateur
2 pulses - top left shoulder (Wrong)
3 pulses - top left shoulder (Wrong)
3 pulses - bottom left side - all felt the same (Wrong)
3 pulses - top left shoulder (Wrong)
2 pulses - felt the same (Wrong)
2 pulses - felt the same (Wrong)
2 pulses, both tips, no broad side - all felt the same (Wrong)
3 pulses - all felt the same (Wrong)
3 pulses - most pressure was bottom right (Correct)
3 pulses - top left shoulder (Wrong)
3 pulses - bottom right side was wider (Correct)
3 pulses - bottom right side was wider (Correct)
3 pulses - bottom left side was wider (Correct)

Results
There were 29 total tests with additional cognitive load 18 were correct for 62%.
There were 67 total tests with 42 correct for 63%.
Observations & Insights

It was more difficult than expected to tell the difference between tip sizes and shapes. Participants often named the smaller size as the larger one, which probably suggests they were guessing because they felt too close to determine.

Participants could not discern between a circular and a square tip.

The most correctly identified tip was the 4.5" block. When asked how participants knew it was larger, several mentioned that it felt like it was covering more surface area. It felt wider than the other. This led to the prodding with the side of the dowel during the cognitive load tests. The sides of the dowels were routinely identified correctly as being the largest.

Participants were able to identify differences in pulse size, force, and location up to three simultaneous pulses.

Participants were able to easily discern between heavy and light pulse force.

Participants were also able to easily tell pulse location, even under heavier cognitive loads.

Cognitive load affected the participant’s speed of the pulse identification. Those that were more familiar with the video game were able to answer more quickly.

Cognitive load also affected pulse identification accuracy. Experts of the game got 10 of 11 correct during game play (91%) while amateurs got 8 out of 18 correct (44%). One outlier in the amateur group, Cain, age 11, got all three of hers correct, thus slightly skewing the overall numbers. This suggests that as a person becomes more familiar with an activity at hand, the system may become more useful.

Cognitive Load affected pulse identification accuracy. Amateurs got 8 out of 18 correct for

However, this study suggests that this can be overcome. Game experts got 10 of 11 correct for
How Does This Inform the Design?

Pulse changes cannot be incremental. It is possible to have more than one pulse at a time.

This research informs the design in several ways. First, it shows that the pulse needs to cover much more surface area than previously imagined. Pulse changes cannot be incremental. They need to be significant in order to be reliably discerned. They will also need to be augmented by force and location.

The Sunflower system proposes to both lock on to the destination while leading along a path. This presupposes at least two separate pulses working simultaneously for much of a navigational exercise. The information gathered through this research shows that this should be discernible and useful by the user, and it prescribes the properties of the pulses themselves. They need to be very distinct from each other in surface area covered, pulse force, and pulse interval. If this is successfully achieved, then the user should be able to tell which pulse is which, even under increased cognitive load.

Decision points increased the time needed to locate a destination by requiring participants to slow down and figure out which way to go. Once they did make a decision, some were wondering if they took the right path, rather than focusing on the current path at hand. Nudges with clear meanings at decision points should greatly increase the speed and accuracy of wayfinding activities.

A nudging pulse can easily tell the user to go left or right. But a major advantage of the Sunflower system is its ability to give clear feedback through combinations of both lateral and vertical body surface. The body is a vertical structure. The legs build upon the feet, the pelvis and torso build upon the legs, and so forth. Just as a building is subdivided vertically between floors, so we can vertically segment the body frame accordingly. For example, imagine a decision point with two choices on the left. One choice goes up a flight of stairs, and the other down a hallway underneath the stairwell. A full-body system can distinguish by both a flutter left towards the direction, and up from the feet to the shoulders identifying the vertical stairs option as the correct one. Or, to signify the lower option, the flutter can reverse from the head down to the feet.

Additionally, because of the full-body coverage, the system can identify varying degrees of left or right. If there are two left turn choices underneath the aforementioned stairwell, the system can pulse in the exact direction of the turn, and fall remain oriented as the user turns in that direction. Based on the user’s selection, the system can give a reinforcing sternum lock pulse to firm confidence, or a clear negative buzz to discourage the selection.

Destination lock should help reduce disorientation. Often, when participants became disoriented, it was because they only missed one or two turns in the construction of their mental path as they proceeded. A constant destination lock should give them a solid reference point to measure against their mental path.
CONCEPT VISION
Initial design sketches exploring forms to incorporate research findings.
Concept Vision: Initial Sketches

- Directional panels avoid seams: thighs
- Directional panels flow gently into the waist

Sunflower suit iteration: pants design - May 2015
Concept Vision: Initial Sketches

Node pattern concepts
Node pattern based on sunflower petal shape.
Meet Sunflower

Sunflower is a tactile navigation system for low-vision environments. It consists of a wearable mesh of tiny sensors and actuators that constantly "pulsate" toward the user’s destination, much like a sunflower follows the sun.
Final Design

Sensor mesh network covers torso, sleeves, and legs.

Directional panels with alternate node layout pattern for clear differentiation between destination and decision point pulses.

Pulse signals move seamlessly from front to back in any direction.
Correct path turns right.

Right side activated.

Due to cognitive loading limitations, a second pulse indicating new information should be differentiated from the first destinational pulse. Directional panels with opposing node layouts are located on the sides of the suit to clarify correct path at decision points.

Nodes cooperate to relay data for the network.

Suit actuators fire in a swarm pattern, moving the pulse fluidly across the body.

Decision Point Assistance

To continue with pulse differentiation, Sunflower suggests the decision is made visually moving the pulse over the body using the node layout. The user turns around to view the body where the pulse is oriented.

Pulse "flutters" from center to edge of body, or vertically to suggest correct direction.

Each node contains a vibrating motor, an inertial measurement unit (IMU), digital signal processor, and a microprocessor.

Sunflower derives its information from scanned 3D floor plan data. Building-specific digital landmarks and dimensions drive the system to know where the destination is, and when and where to turn.*

Although an IMU would not be located on every node, research shows that multiple IMU units within a system increase positional accuracy.

To continue with pulse differentiation, Sunflower suggests the direction to go by actually moving in that direction over the body. Actuators flutter from the center outward, from leg to shoulder, or vice versa to guide the user to the correct direction.

The Sunflower system consists of a sensor mesh network embedded within the fibers of the garment to provide near universal coverage of the body.

Sensor Node

3D Floor Plan Data

Sensor Mesh Network

Initial Measurement Unit (IMU)*

Vibrating Motor

Digital Signal Processor

Microprocessor

Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU)*

3D Floor Plan Data

Sensor Node 3D Floor Plan Data

Pulse Swarm

Pulse moves to back and remains oriented toward the destination.

Pulse is oriented toward the destination.

Decision Point Assistance

Destination Lock

The pulse is sensed locally and an actuator on the suit is turned to orient toward the destination. The pulse "flutters" either horizontally or vertically to orient the user's orientation.

User turns.
Sensor Mesh Network

Sunflower consists of a sensor mesh network embedded within the fibers of the garment to provide near-universal coverage of the body.
Each node contains a vibrating motor, an inertial measurement unit (IMU), digital signal processor, and a microprocessor.

*Although an IMU would not be located on every node, research shows that multiple IMU units within a system increase positional accuracy.
Pulse Swarm

Nodes cooperate to relay data for the network. Suit actuators fire in a swarm pattern, moving the pulse fluidly across the body.
3D Floor Plan Data

Sunflower derives its information from scanned 3D floor plan data. Building-specific digital landmarks and dimensions drive the system to know where the destination is, and when and where to turn. Current developments, such as Google's Project Tango, show that we are not far off from this sort of technology.
Destination Lock

The pulse is a small area of firing actuators that are oriented toward the destination at all times. The pulse moves freely across the body to maintain destination lock no matter the user’s orientation.
panels with opposing node layouts on the sides of the suit clarify correct paths at decision points.
What makes this concept possible is the tiny size of the sensor/actuator nodes. Similar to the pixels in a screen, the actuator nodes work together in swarm patterns to generate a pulse that is sensitive enough to detect small changes in user orientation. Thus, the pulse is not felt segment by segment across the body as the user changes direction, rather than jumping from section to section, if larger nodes were used.

Ideally it works in conjunction with scanned 3D floor plan data by locking on to the hard global coordinates and pulsing toward it like a compass points due north, or as a sunflower points toward the sun, regardless of the orientation of the user.

Obviously a system like this would have countless uses and benefits beyond navigation. For the scope of this project, however, it will focus solely on tactile navigation in low-vision environments.

To discover how this concept might be applied in the real world, let us consider it in use in three different low-vision scenarios:

1. Firefighters in burning buildings
2. Families in crowded public places
3. Students on complicated campuses
Scenario

01

Firefighters in Burning Buildings
Firefighter Tom Sanders has been stationed at South King Fire and Rescue Fire Station 62 for five years.

Tom and his crew get the call—a two-alarm fire on 2nd and Pike.

The incident commander accesses the scanned 3D floor plan data for the building on his tablet. He looks for the easiest way into the building based on marked entrances in the 3D data versus where the fire appears to be. He and his crew determine that the third floor window is going to be the best way to proceed.

Scenarios: 01  Firefighters in Burning Buildings

Sanders and Hodges go up the lift. . .

They are wearing the Sunflower system underneath their firefighting gear

. . . and enter with forcible entrance tools.

. . . and a pulse on their gear is oriented toward the window they entered through. No matter which way they turn, the pulse remains pointed that direction.

Tom and his crew arrive at a call downtown to find fire coming from what appears to be a roof vent on the south side of the roof. They are unsure of the fire loading inside the building, but know these types of buildings are often used for storage, and the contents are unknown. They need to get men in there to assess the situation and check for signs of life.

A pulse on their gear is oriented toward the window they entered through. No matter which way they turn, the pulse remains pointed that direction.
They meet light heat and thick gray smoke three feet off the floor. At this point, visibility is about 14 feet. As they continue to crawl forward, then to the left, they notice the heat beginning to increase. They advance to a storage area with heavy smoke and moderate heat.

Although the prevailing unwritten rule in fighting fires is never leave the safety of the hose, Sunflower allows them to let go and check on a box near the back of the room that the hose cannot reach. They need to determine whether there are hazardous materials in there.

They extend a hoseline and apply water to the fire.

Knowing where their exit point is, they get low and crawl through the hallway.

They meet light heat and thick gray smoke three feet off the floor. At this point, visibility is about 14 feet. As they continue to crawl forward, then to the left, they notice the heat beginning to increase. They advance to a storage area with heavy smoke and moderate heat.

Although the prevailing unwritten rule in fighting fires is never leave the safety of the hose, Sunflower allows them to let go and check on a box near the back of the room that the hose cannot reach. They need to determine whether there are hazardous materials in there.

They extend a hoseline and apply water to the fire.

Knowing where their exit point is, they get low and crawl through the hallway.

Completely blinded, they turn and follow the pulse through the smoke.

Grabbing the remaining flooring, they pull themselves out, feeling the intense heat on their legs. The hole appears to be about twelve feet deep and clogged with thick smoke. Seeing only black smoke and an orange glow with that kind of heat, they know this path is suddenly no longer an option. Sanders radios MAYDAY.

Less than ten seconds later, they hear the floor collapse in front of them, and nearly fall into the hole.

Outside the incident commander receives their mayday call and accesses the 3D floor plan on his tablet.
He sets the pulse to target the new exit—a back door on the first floor that appears to be untouched by the fire. His men would be able to get there by avoiding the original path that they retreated from in the first place.

Based on Sanders’ information, he recognizes that the original escape route is cut off and finds a new route.

Sanders and Hodges feel the pulse swing from their sternum to the back of their right legs. They know that the destination is on the floor beneath them because the pulse is on their legs instead of their back and shoulders.

Following the pulse, they make their way to the stairs and make a break for it.

They can see the back door and another rescue unit entering there to retrieve them.

Scenarios: 01 Firefighters in Burning Buildings

Sanders and Hodges are pulled to safety.
Scenario 02
Parents with Children in Crowded Places
Sadie Lewis and her three children, ages 10, 7, and 4, are visiting Disneyland for the first time. Unfortunately they are there during peak season, so the crowds are dense.

They get in line for the Jungle Cruise, and estimates say that it is about a 45-minute wait. Four-year old Zoe wants no part of this line—or the Jungle Cruise.

Meanwhile, Sadie has been trying to get seven-year-old Logan off of his six-year-old brother, Elijah. They are wrestling in line and just kicked the nice senior citizen in front of them. With these boys screaming and causing a scene, Sadie is already at her wits end.

Sadie does not immediately notice the pulse that began on her left leg when Zoe got more than ten feet away from her.

As Zoe gets further away, the pulse increases in size and suddenly Sadie freezes, then panics. She knows right away that Zoe is missing. She frantically looks around...
But cannot see over the sea of tourists. She has to go this one by feel.

Dragging Logan’s hand in one hand and Elijah’s in the other, with bags over her shoulders, she scampers in the direction of the pulse.

The pulse begins to lighten up and Sadie begins to breathe a little bit slower; she knows that she is getting warmer; Zoe is not far from here.

Scenarios: 02 Parents with Children in Crowded Places

The pulse is locked on to Zoe. As she zigs and zags unpredictably, the pulse moves left and right across Sadie’s legs...

...and she fishtails her path to match. The pulse slides over to the side of her left leg so she banks a hard left.

Sadie bounds up, and scoops her little girl in her arms, tears streaming down her face. Reunited, Sadie is thankful she was able to find her daughter without losing her other boys in the process.

There is Minnie Mouse about fifty feet away, talking to a group of children.

She bears down in the same direction and can faintly hear that distinctive giggle.

Sadie is thankful she was able to find her daughter without losing her other boys in the process.
Meet Penelope Smith, a new freshman at the University of Washington who self-identifies as “directionally challenged.”

Trees obscure many of the taller landmarks making it hard to orient oneself at all times.

The campus is known for being difficult to navigate due to its organic and asymmetric layout. Many of the buildings look similar, can be confused for one another, and have wide distances between them.

Building layouts are complex in their own right, and can be formidable to get through quickly. It took Penelope much of her first month at school to learn the just the layout of the campus and buildings where her classes were located.

But today Penelope has a bigger problem. She has extreme tooth pain . . .

The system recognizes her situation (student at UW), her location (UW campus) and locks her destination into the exact room, B-229, Magnuson.

...and needs to move outside of the pathway of her normal routine and find her way to the Magnuson Health Sciences Building on the south side of campus.

The GPS shows her a visual path to the building . . .
... and her Sunflower system pulses on her left shoulder.

Along the way, as she turns left and right, the pulse remains locked on to the destination.

She gets on her bike and rides south.

The constant feeling of the pulse on the front of her shoulders or torso allows Penelope to proceed with confidence on her bike with her phone tucked away in her pocket.

She reaches the Burke-Gilman trail and can see the Magnuson Center through the trees. It is a massive building—the fifth-largest in the United States, and the largest university building in the world. It is clear to Penelope that getting there was only half the battle.

There is also a path that leads down to a street crosswalk.

The bridge straight ahead that leads across Pacific street right into the building on the fourth floor.

Her GPS map shows a crossing of the street at this point, but it is visually unclear which one she needs to take.

Scenarios: 03 Students on a Complicated Campus
Fortunately, Sunflower has detected her indecision and changed the pulse vertically from her ankles to her shoulders in a repeating flutter pattern.

At the end of the bridge is a decision point: stay on the bridge and go to the building or down the stairs? Having a bike makes this less intuitive. Is she really supposed to carry her bike down the stairs? Sunflower flutters from her shoulders to her ankles signifying to go down the stairs.

This signifies to her to cross the higher elevation of the bridge, rather than the lower street level.

Penelope heads down the stairs and east down Pacific.

Scenarios:
03 Students on a Complicated Campus

Penelope continues for several blocks on the south side of Pacific heading east toward the dental building. The pulse on her right front shoulder changes into a full-body flutter for three cycles, indicating that this BB-wing entrance is the one she wants. With three entrances to choose from along this street, this is not an insignificant notification.

The Magnuson is a famously entangled maze prohibiting quick access to much of anything.

She parks her bike and enters the building. At this point GPS is no longer viable, and Penelope’s tooth is killing her. She needs to find the office fast.

But Penelope’s Sunflower system has access to the scanned 3D floor plan and knows exactly where B-229 is. It sends a notification to her phone to audibly warn her that she is entering on the third floor, not the street level, which might be assumed due to the street level position of the entrance.
Penelope reaches her first decision point right inside the main doors.

Penelope moves forward relying on both the consistent destination pulse, and the intermittent break patterns that fluctuate right before she reaches a decision point. If the system knows there is a path fork, the system flutters in the optimal path direction.

Sunflower flutters right and Penelope follows suit.

Penelope passes three more decision points with ease. Each time the decision might have been difficult, Sunflower breaks the pattern to make it nearly certain which direction she needs to go.

Penelope reaches the wide open decision point.

Sunflower flutters to take her left.

Penelope reaches a wide open decision point.

Urgent care has moved, which is different from the signs posted on the wall. But Sunflower knows...

... and flutters from left to right to go around the corner...
and from shoulder to ankle to take the elevator.

After the elevator the system flutters right.

System flutters left.

She finally reaches B-307, much faster than if she were on her own.

Although Sunflower got her there more quickly, she still has to fill out new patient paperwork.

Scenarios: 30 Students on a Complicated Campus
Conclusion

This presentation of Sunflower, a tactile navigation system for low-vision environments, is a case-in-point example of a plausible vision for the future. It is intended to help coordinate the future efforts of scientists, researchers, and designers by establishing a concrete visual example which all can criticize, build upon, and unitedly move forward with. It began as an exploration of the abstract prompt, how might we feel 3D space? Although this proposed technology does not yet exist, through analog user tests I derived enough data to drive this exploration into a design that should comfortably and effectively help firefighters in burning buildings, families with children in crowded places, and students on a complicated campus achieve their goals through tactile senses. By bringing computers in direct contact with the body in such an extensive and globally interactive way, Sunflower would obviously have countless uses beyond that of the scenarios here illustrated. But that is the purpose of a plausible vision. By exploring scenarios in a believable way, our imaginations naturally take over to see what else this might enable us to do.

By bringing computers in direct contact with the body in such an extensive and globally interactive way, Sunflower would obviously have countless uses beyond that of the scenarios here illustrated. But that is the purpose of a plausible vision. By exploring scenarios in a believable way, our imaginations naturally take over to see what else this might enable us to do.
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